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1. What was the international situation during India’s independence? 
2. What is the aim of India’s foreign policy?  
3. Which provisions of the Indian constitution contain the aim of India’s foreign policy?  
4. Why was the policy of non-alignment adopted by India? 
5. Why was Nehru’s role in the formulation of India’s foreign policy 
6. What were the three main objectives of Nehru’s foreign policy? 
7. Which parties group and individuals wanted pro US foreign policy? 
8. What were the main features of India’s foreign policy? 
9. What was India’s reaction to the following two situations? 

(a) Britain attack on Egypt. 
(b)USSR’s attack on Hungary. 

10. What was the reason behind unease between India and US relation during 1950’s? 
11. What was the India’s contribution to bring about afro Asian unity? 
12. What kind of relationship did India have with china in the initial years of its independence? 
13. How has Tibet caused tension between India and china? 
14. What is the boundary dispute between India and china? 
15. What was the reason behind Chinese invasion of 1962? 
16. How did Chinese invasion of 1962 affect India’s internally and externally? 
17.  Name India’s defense minister during Chinese invasion on India? 
18. How did Sino- Indian conflict affect Indian opposition with respect to CPI? 
19. Which north eastern state got statehood after Sino- Indian war? 
20. What were the causes behind indo- pak conflicts? 
21. How has India solved its river water sharing problem with Pakistan? 
22. Describe 1965 indo-pak conflict and its effects? 
23. Describe Bangladesh war of 1971? 
24. How did India’s conflict with its neighbours affect its five years plans? 
25. Describe India’s nuclear policy? Write a short note on India’s nuclear policy? 

 

 

 
 
 


